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PREFACE 
This manual was developed from the author's experience in teaching statistical 
inference and research techniques. The purpose of this manual is to demonstrate the 
concept of the Central Limit Theorem in graphic and tabular forms through the use of 
pre-prepared computer programs. The demonstration consists of five computer 
programs written in Fortran G and designed to be run on the IBM 360/65 with OS 
(Operating System). The cost of running these programs is relatively minimal. It is 
hoped that students without prior knowledge in computer science would use the 
manual, with assistance from the instructor, to run programs and to verify the theorem 
as a class assignment. Those who have had some prior knowledge would use these 
programs in more creative ways in learning statistics. 
The author acknowledges the Faculty Senate Committee for Improvement of 
Instruction, and the Dean's Office, College of Public Affairs and Community Service 
at the University of Nebraska at Omaha for its financial support for the publication 
of this manual. Deepest appreciation is due to Drs. Margaret Gessaman, David Hinton, 
Larry Stephens, Angela Edwards and Gaylon Oswalt for their valuable suggestions at 
the initial stage of preparing this manual. Special thanks are due to Chuck Sundermeier 
who prepared the major part of the computer programs, to Linda Ferring who edited 
the manuscript, Scott Samson who designed the cover page, Joyce Carson and Beverly 
Walker who typed and finalized the manual. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Purpose and Organization of this Manual 
The Central Limit Theorem is one of the most important concepts in statistics. 
It provides a link between sample statistics and population parameters. It is a basic 
concept for understanding various hypothesis-testing techniques such as Student's 
!-distribution, x2-distribution and F-distribution. 
This theorem, however, is almost impossible to verify in the classroom, even with 
the use of a calculator. As a result, students often become confused and frustrated in 
their attempts to understand this fundamental part of the study of statistical inference. 
For the past decade, the use of computers in education has stimulated a great 
deal of interest and computer facilities have been made easily accessible to both 
students and instructors. Computer softwares (programs) have been prepared for use 
by both math and non-math majors. 
The computer has excellent potential for meeting the needs of students being 
introduced to the Central Limit Theory. The purpose of this manual is to develop 
a series of computer softwares capable of conducting sampling experiments for the 
verification of the Central Limit Theorem. 
The remainder of this presentation includes a discussion of the problems 
experienced by students when first introduced to the Central Limit Theorem, a 
description of a computer program which may be used to verify this theorem, a 
demonstration of the use of the computer program for conducting a sampling 
experiment and a concluding discussion of the student's application of this method 
to assist in understanding one of the most important concepts in statistics. 
1.2 The Central Limit Theorem in Statistics 
The Central Limit Theorem is generally stated as follows: 
Let a random variable y of N observations follow a distribution with popu-
lation mean 11 and standard deviation u. As the sample size, n, increases, the 
distribution of means, :V• of all possible samples of the same size approaches 
a normal distribution with mean equal to the population mean !l y= 11, and a 
standard deviation (or standard error) equal to uy = cr/Vn-1 
Greek letters are used for the population parameters and English letters for sample 
statistics. 
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The theorem identifies a definite relationship between a population and its 
samples. More specifically, it contains the following three suppositions: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
The distribution of the means of all possible samples approaches a normal 
distribution as the sample size increases, regardless of the distribution of 
the population itself. 
The mean of the means of all possible samples of the same size drawn 
from any population is equal to the mean of that population, W)' = IJ.. 
The variance among means of the samples is equal to the population 
variance divided by the size of the sample, a~.= i /n. 
The third supposition needs to be modified by including finite population 
corrections (fpc) if the sampling fraction exceeds 5% of the population. In this case, 
the variance of the sample means is equal to the population variance divided by the 
size of the sample and multiplied by fpc, N-n or a 2 v = ~ NN·n
1 
.
2 
N·1 - -
The implication of this theorem is that the probability or relative frequency of 
the sample means within any particular interval is already known before a single 
sample from a given population is drawn, provided that the mean and variance of 
that population are known. However, if the mean and variance of the population 
were already known, there might not be any statistical problems at all. The significance 
of the theorem is not the actual values of statistics and parameters3 but the relation-
ship between them. This relationship provides a theoretical basis for various statistical 
analysis techniques. 
1.3 Problems in Conducting Sampling Experiments 
The Central Limit Theorem can be verified through conducting a series of 
sampling experiments. However, students and instructors alike often find it an 
impossible task to verify the theorem because it generally requires a long process 
of drawing all possible samples and computing and compiling all the statistics from 
these samples. For example, for a hypothetical population of 30 observations (N=30) 
with a sample size of 5 (n=5). a total of 142,506 distinct samples have to be drawn 
and the same number of means and variances have to be obtained and compiled 
for the verification of the theorem.4 The total number of all possible samples 
increases to 30,045,015 if the size of the sample increases to 10. 
With the assistance of a calculator, conducting such a sampling experiment 
would take several man-months work. Consequently, two types of compromise 
have been worked out: the mini-universe model and the fractional random sampling 
model. The former uses a mini-universe of 3 to 5 observations and conducts a 
complete sampling experiment using sampling with replacement techniques such 
as the one presented by Li.5 The major shortcoming of the mini-universe model 
is that it is not realistic. In actual sampling situations, one seldom draws a sample 
that is larger in number of observations than the population from which the sample 
was taken. The fractional random sampling model generally uses a larger population 
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but conducts only a fractional random sampling such as the one used by Bhattach-
eryya.6 This model is an approximation; it is an incomplete sampling experiment. 
Hence, it does not prove or disprove the Central Limit Theorem. 
lsee A. Lowell Wine, Beginning Statistics (Cambridge: Winthrop Publishers, 1976), pp. 184-186. 
2william G. Cochran, Sampling Techniques (NW! York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Third Printing, 1960) 
pp.17-18. 
3Statish'cs refers to the characteristics of the sample, which change from sample to sample; parometen 
refers to the characteristics of the population, which is a fixed variable. 
4The formula used to derive these numbers is discussed in Section 2.3. 
5Jerome C.R. Li, Statistical Inference, Volume I (Ann Arbor, Michigan: Edwards Brothers, Inc., 1968). 
pp.36-49. 
6Gouri K. Bhattacharyya and Richard A •. Johnson, Statistical Concepts and Methods (NeoN York: 
John Wiley & Sons, 1977), pp. 210--220. 
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2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE POPULATION 
2.1 Sample vs. Population 
Much of the statistician's technical vocabulary is made up of common words 
given special meanings. For example, a "population" is a set of observations, or 
recorded information such as the heights of the students in a college. A "sample" 
is a collection of observations drawn from the population. 
If the population is already known there may not be any need for a sample. 
" If the population is not" known, what is said to be true of the population is derived 
from a portion of it, or a sample. 
In another example, if a manufacturer of light bulbs wished to know the average 
life span of his product, he could not burn out his entire stock for the sake of 
obtaining an answer. He must be content with testing a sample. The use of information 
obtained from a sample to draw conclusions about his entire production of light 
bulbs is called "statistical inference." The understanding of the relationship between 
a population and its samples is the first step in learning statistical inference. 
2.2 The Construction of Population 
For conducting a sampling experiment to demonstrate the relationship between 
a population and its samples as stated in the Central Limit Theorem, a population 
of 30 observations was comtructed. These observations are recorded ages of students 
enrolled in a sophomore economics class at the University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
Spring semester, 1978. The frequency distribution and major characteristics of the 
population are shown in Table 2.2.1 and its histogram is shown in Figure 2.2.1. 
It can be seen that the mean age of the population is 23 and the variance is 
7.7. Its relatively flat histogram (Figure 2.2.1) indicates that the population does 
not follow a normal distribution. 
2.3 The Sampling Scheme 
The relation between a population and its samples refers to all the samples 
drawn from the population. There are many ways samples can be drawn. The sampling 
scheme used to draw all the samples of the same size from a given population is 
called sampling without replacement. Briefly, sampling without replacement is a 
method of selecting ~ number of observations such that when an observation has 
been drawn from the population, there is no chance the same observation could 
enter the same sample more than once. In contrast to sampling without replacement, 
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TABLE 2.2.1 
AGES OF STUDENTS IN A CLASS: 
FREQUENCY AND CHARACTERISTICS OF POPULATION 
Age Frequency fy 2 2 ( )') (f) y-p (y-f.l.) f(y-p) 
18 1 18 -5 25 25 
19 2 38 -4 16 32 
20 4 80 -3 9 36 
21 3 63 -2 4 12 
22 4 88 -1 1 4 
23 4 92 0 0 0 
24 2 48 +l 1 2 
25 3 75 +2 4 12 
26 3 78 +3 9 27 
27 2 54 +4 16 32 
28 2 56 +5 25 50 
-----
Total 30 :::,:{,- ~ 690 0 :::,:f(Y-f.l.)~23l 
--·- - - _I 
Mt•an 11- ~ :::.;[_1'_ ~ 690 ~ 23 
N 30 
Variance a2 
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FIGURE 2.2.1: AGES OF STUDENTS IN A CLASS: L HISTOGRAM OF PARENT POPULATION 
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the method of sampling with replacement is seldom used except in special circum-
stances, since there seems little point in having the same observation twice in the 
SJmplc. 
By using the scheme of sampling' without replacement, the total number of 
distinct samples of size n. that can be drawn from ~ observations in the population 
is given by the combinatorial formula) 
C)= Ncn = -n-! -(N....:Nc..:._'--! n-)-
(2.3.1) 
For example, if there are 30 observations (N=30) in the population, and the sample 
size is 2 (n=2), one will obtain a total of 435 distinct samples by applying these 
values to the above equation: 
2 X 1 X 2B X 27 X ... X 2 X 1 
= 870 
2 
= 435. 
If the sample size.!! increases to 5, the total number of all possible samples increases 
to 142,506. 
2.4 Notations 
In the foregoing sections, three types of means have been mentioned: the 
population mean, the sample mean and the mean of sample means. And two kinds 
of variances have been considered: population variance and the variance of sample 
means. To avoid possible confusion, the mathematical notations of the means and 
variances are listed in the following table: 
Standard 
Distribution Mean Variance DeviationLError Number of Items 
Population I' 112 u N (Size of population) 
Sample 52 s n (Size of sample) y 
Sample means 1-'- 113. 11 NCn (No. of all possible y y y 
(Standard error) samples) 
7William G. Cochran, Sampling Techniques lNew York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc._ Third Printing, 1960). 
pp, 11-12. 
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3. A COMPUTERIZED SAMPLING EXPERIMENT 
3.1 The Preparation of a Computer Program 
A computer program has been prepared for conducting the sampling experiment 
described in Section 2.3. This program contains 5 sub-programs, each designated 
by a particular name. All of them are written in Fortran G and are designed to be 
run on the IBM 360/65 with OS (Operating System). This section presents a detailed 
description of each of these sub-programs including input data requirements, output 
format and their major functions. 
a. LEESAMPL -· The program LEESAMPL is designed to draw all possible samples 
using a sampling without replacement scheme from a given population of up 
to 50 observations with incremental sample size of up to 10. Approximately 
100,000 samples may be drawn in one run of LEESAMPL without requesting 
special scheduling of the program. If the total number of all possible samples 
exceeds the capacity of one run, the program stops and gives information 
needed to continue the sampling process for another run. In other words, if 
the total number of all possible samples is Jess than 100,000 only one run 
of LEESAMPL is required; if it is greater than 100,000, as many runs as needed 
to draw the samples are required by drawing 100,000 per run. The output 
from each run is stored in a separate file for use by the succeeding procedure, 
LEESORT. The output of LEESAMPL may be printed optionally. The detailed 
procedure for LEESAMPL is shown in Appendix A, the preparation of the 
input data and its card format are shown in Appendix B, the programs for the 
sub-programs in Appendix C and needed job Control Language (JCL) for running 
are in Appendix D. 
b. LEESORT --An IBM sort utility is used in LEESORT to sort the data produced 
by LEESAMPL so that the data can be summarized into a distribution table. 
One run of LEESORT is needed for each run of LEESAMPL. No input data are 
required except the sort utility control card which is shown along with LEESORT 
)CL in Appendix D. 
c. LEEDATA --The program LEEDA TA produces a summary from the sorted data 
output by LEESORT. Like LEESORT, one run of LEEDATA is required for 
each run of LEESAMPL. No input data are needed to run LEEDATA except 
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the LEEDATA JCL deck shown in Appendix D. The output of LEEDATA has 
two components: A listing of the frequency distribution table and a punched 
deck of cards containing the data shown in the frequency table. The program 
for LEEDATA is shown in Appendix C. 
d. LEEPLOT --The major function of the progr.lm LEEPLOT is to prepare a fHe of 
plot data obtained from the combined output of LEEDA T A runs. This file will 
be used as input data for the succeeding procedure, LEEGRAF1. LEEPLOT 
also uses the IBM sort utility. The required JCL for running this procedure is 
shown in Appendix D. The program for LEEPLOT is shown in Appendix C. 
e. LEEGRAF1 -The program LEEGRAF1 produces graphs of the frequency distri· 
bution of all sample means, a _list of the frequency distribution of the sample 
means and the mean of all possible sample means and the standard error of 
sample means. The JCL required for running this procedure is shown in Appendix 
D. As currently written, the plotter is a Complot Model PTC-4. With slight 
modification, the program could be. easily changed to use a different plotter. 
The program for LEEGRAF1 is shown in Appendix C. 
3.2 A Tabular and Graphic Demonstration of the Central Limit Theorem 
After the programs and their respective JCL are prepared, the sampling experi-
ment may be conducted through vdrious runs of these programs. This section presents 
the results of two sampling experiments using the population given in Table 2.2.1. 
The first experiment uses a sample size of 2, n=2, and the second uses a sample of 
5, n=5. The program LEESAMPL draws all possible samples, computes all sample 
means and stores them on a tape. The total number of all possible samples is 435 
for n=2 and 142,506 for n=5 (Equation 2.3.1). The program LEESORT sorts the 
samples and the program LEEDATA summarizes these samples and their means in a 
frequency table. The program LEEPLOT prepares a data file for graphical presentation. 
Finally, the program LEEGRAF1 completes the experiment by giving a graph of all 
sample means. 
Table 3.2.1 shows the frequency distribution of all sample means generated 
from the sampling experiment on n=2. It is a direct output of LEEDATA. The total 
number of samples is 435, and the standard deviation of sample means (standard 
error) is 1.9344. Table 3.2.2 shows the frequency distribution of sample means 
generated by LEEDATA on the sampling experiment using n=5. It can be seen at 
the bottom of the table that the total number of possible samples increases to 
142,506 and the standard error reduces to 1.1547. 
Figure 3.2.1 shows the graph of the sample means using n=2. This graph is a 
direct output of LEEGRAFl. One can verify it by drawing a histogram using the infor-
mation given in Table 3.2.1. Similarly, Figure 3.2.2 is a direct output of LEEGRAF1 
from a sampling experiment on n=S. 
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3.3 The Verification of the Central Limit Theorem - A Computerized Demonstration 
In review, the Central Limit Theorem encompasses three suppositions, as 
discussed in Section 1.2. 
1. The distribution of sample means will approach ,, normal distribution as 
the sample size increases, regardless of the pattern of population distribution. 
2. The mean of the sample means is equal to the population mean. 
3. The variance of the sample means is equal to the population variance 
divided by the sample size _11_. 
The information generated from the above sampling experiments may be used 
to verify these suppositions. Figures 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 show that the curve becomes 
smoother and more bell-shaped as the sample size increases. Even though the normal-
ization can not be established without plotting the relative frequencies from Tables 
3.2.1 and 3.2.2 on probability graph paper, the change from an irregular curve to a 
smooth and bell-shaped curve demonstrates the principle of supposition 1. The use 
of a sample size n=5 produced a more normal curve than the use of n=2, and thus if 
the class used in the example were a large population and sampling were necessary 
to determine the mean age, Figures 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 show that increasing the sample 
size will increase the probability that the sample estimates will conform to the 
characteristics of the population. 
Table 3.3.1 demonstrates the verification of suppositions 2 and 3 through a 
comparison of sample statistics and their counterparts of the population. Population 
mean (age 23) and variance (7.7) are obtained from Table 2.2.1, the sample means 
are obtained from the information given in Tables 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Variances of 
samples are also obtained from the bottom section of these two tables. 
Table 3.3.1 shows that the mean of the sample means obtained from the sampling 
experiment (23) is exactly equal to its population counterparts; and the variances 
of samples obtained from the computer output (3.7 and 1.3) are equal to those 
obtained directly through the statement in supposition 3. 
The computer has thus allowed us to demonstrate that the mean and variance 
of all sample means could be established from the knowledge about the characteristics 
of the population from which samples are drawn. Through this demonstration, the 
Central Limit Theorem has been verified in graph and in tabular forms by using 
computer programs conducting sampling experiments . 
15 
~ TABLE 3.3.1 
A COMPARISON OF STATISTICS AND PARAMETERS 
Mean Variance of Sample Means 
Sample Size Population Obtained From Obtained From I 
n Sample jJ. Sampling Experiment Supposition 3~ 
-::.f"Y = 10,005 2 L-f< y _!J.) 2 a2y = 
2 ~ (J 2 1"- = () y = y eN 435 NCn n 1 
n jJ. = 23 
= 1624 = 3 7 = 7; 7 X 0.9655 = 3.7 
= 23 
435 . 
:::, f-y 2 rJcr - JJ.) 2 2 (J2 ~ ~-n J = 3,277,638 (!- = ------- cr-=---5 l"y= y y n N-1 e 142,506 N C n n jJ. = 23 
= 190,007 = 1 3 
= 
757 X 0.8621 = 1.3 142,506 . 
I 
= 23 i 
! 
-- ·- ·-- ·- - - -- - ·- - -
g_/Since the sampling fraction, ,/N, is larger .than 5% of the total number of items in the population, the finite population correction is used in 
obtaining variances of sample means. 
~= ' - '~. f. ·1 , ~ ,. 4 ~- ,:j'l r '1 ;!· ~ §"t&:J .I 
'-0 
• 
., 
4. CONCLUSION 
The verification of the Central Limit Theorem, one of the most important 
concepts in statistics, has often been found tedious and time-consuming. These 
problems can be solved by the use of computer facilities in many campuses. The 
introduction of the use of computer in the classrooms as a teaching aid not only 
saves time and increases efficiency, it also stimulates interest in learning statistics. 
This manual gives a computerized demonstration of the Central Limit Theorem 
upon a given population of recorded ages of students in an economics class at the 
University of Nebraska at Omaha. The demonstration consists of five computer 
programs written in Fortran G and designed to be run on the IBM 360/65 with OS. 
A detailed description of these procedures is given in Chapter 3_ The cost of running 
these programs is relatively minimal (see Appendix E). It is hoped that students 
without prior knowledge in computer programming would follow the algorithms, with 
assistance from the instructor, to run programs and to verify the theorem as a class 
assignment. Those who have had some prior knowledge in computer programming 
would use these procedures in more creative ways such as running sampling experi-
ments on a larger population and/or for various larger sample sizes_ 
17 
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APPENDIX A 
PRQ(;RAM FOR LEESAMPL 
I , .. ' l •': 1'\ '-' II\ . •. 
fHJS PQU<;·>.\·"' IS OF5IGN(") Tr. OH4W ALL ~CSSIULE S.\M->Lt.::5 F-~L'-' A UNIVr..·~SE 
w IT>H"UT 4E 0 LACtM[Nl 
M~Xl'-IUM lJNIV<'J<SISF' SIZE IS '30, MAXI~UM SA'I"L:C SIZE IS 10 
TH~ DRCGRA~ ALLQ•s FO~ ~~ST~RTING LF THE SJ\~>LING PROCESS, THIS ~AS 
,)-.Nr SC THAT J()[J MAY 'l" CIIJN I'll THOUT MAKING S'l"t:IAL ARRJ\NGC:MENT 
wiTil THr COMPUTER CENT~R AND TC AVGID RlJNAWAY J[[J5, 
>I'I>NSICN I:.J"lV(<)OioiSA'P(IO),JRST{IO) 
:>~ Tl\ JI>ST/ l:l*O/ 
1) f\ T A I I , I 2 , I 3 , 1 4, I J, I 6 , I I , 1 8 , I 9 , I 1 0 / 1 0 * 1 / 
; C,.Jt..1~0.I) 
' 
1-)f-AD PAr .. A\1FTFR CAI,.I'/ OF J~IVE~SE SILr:. <\N,) SA-...:-.LE 5llC. NUMBER UF :>F.:CIMALS 
'l l C: J~DUN\) nr::.sdL TS TC, A/\Jl) .\ REST ~~T CC,DE 
'"r ·\D ( ·),1) IUSilF, ISSll,N)[C,lr::ST 
F f JLl MAT { _i 1 ..! , I 1 ) 
'II L1 IT I ( t. , .~ ) 1 US ll ~=, IS<; J l , N :_)L C 
,, F.r·q.M.\f {lHt,•sA~LlNG l>~lh)L[M' ,/,l'JX,'UNIVER51::. Lf •,tz,• 
I tr.tx, •";A'JPL[ 51/c- 1 ,I;:,• '.'flTHOUT ""l~PLACFME'IT' ,/,lOX. 
t•:HJUNDIN!; _.._.r-\N VALVFS T(l •,tz.• DF.CIMAL PLAC:::S 9 ,//) 
W P I T [ ( 6, ~ ~'-> ':i ) IRS T 
>"• -.,·> FCnMAl ( lX, 1 RFSTAr-.'T •, I")) 
"' 
j 
' 
.• 
• 
s 
~ 
I• 
! .... 
" 1l 0 •) I 
J•G:Jl 
?1)00 
1-f.f:J 0 I) 
~Jj 
w 
>d 1\'l TWfl CM~)S CONTAINING ELF'l>:NTS CF THC UNI VERS!= 
NSo!\MP-=--0 
JSA\lP~f) 
"EAD l'>d) (IUNV(Ilol=lo40) 
"FA') (0.,31 IIUNVIII.I=41,50l 
FORMAT 1!•0121 
W•ll Tf ( 6o4l 
F8~MAT {l'>Xo'ELE'IF~TS CF UNIVERSE'o/l 
\II R I l E ( f> • '3 I ( I U NV I I I , I =I ,I US I l E' I 
F04M~T ( IOX,2513o/.t0Xo25131 
"R IT!= lho6 I 
FCR'iA.T (11-fl,'SAMPLE: NlJME3F.R 1 ,9X,'SAMPLE:. UI\IITS' ,toX,'MEAN'•/, 
RrAD 5UBSCQ(DTS Or LAST SAMPLE IF A RFST4RT AND FIX SUJSCRI~TS TQ 
[QUAL THI' 'I!=XT SAMPLE 
IF I l'>ST oE<), 0) GG TC 2000 
j:;~~AD ( 5,40')1) J~ST.NSAMP,5lJM 
FORMAT IIOI?.,IIO,CI5o4l 
CL:NT I NUE 
OrGIN Tn SELECT A SAMOLf 
Wf.--J[Tf:: (t.,f0r)0) JQST.NSAMP,.SUM 
FC.t~M-\T (lX 1 lOl3.Il~l.E15.4) 
NSTPI=IUSIZE-IISSIZ-11 
I I I =I 
THE LC'OP ilFGINNING WITH')(; 801 CONTI~C'LS THE SI'LECTIDN OF THE FIR<:T 
ELFMFNT 3F A SAMPLC 
IF (lfc"T ."lf',O) 111=JOSTI11 
K 801 11=111oNSTP1 
I 5 A 'l r> ( 1 ) = I U'l V ( I 1 I 
21 
1 
" 
IF ( ISSIZ .EO. I) GO TIJ 3001 
c 
C IF SILE W~~ ONE STIJP SEL!oCTING loLE'>~~~'<TS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
L 
c 
c 
c 
112=II+I 
~.>TP2=NSTP I+ I 
IF' (!PST .NE. Olii2=J<>ST(2l 
00 !302 12~II?.,NSTP2 
ISA"f'( 21=1UNV( I2l 
IF (ISSIZ .F:Oo 2) GO TO 8002 
IF SA~~LE S[ZF WAS 2 
I I 3= I 2<' 1 
NSTP3=NSTn:.~+l 
STL~ S[LECTING ELEME~TS 
IF (lUST oNF'o Olii3=JRST(3) 
:JO 803 !.!=I 13oNSH'J 
154MP(3 I=IUNV( 13) 
IF ( ISSIZ .r::o. 3) GC Tn 'l003 
IF 54MPLE S!lE W\S 3 STOP SELECTING ELE'IE~TS 
!14=!3+1 
NSTP4=NSTPJ+ 1 
IF (IRST .Nf". 0)114=J•'ST(4) 
D0fl04 ['.i.=-Il4,NSTP14-
IS4MP(4)=1UNV(I41 
IF (l"'SIZ .FfJ. 4) GC TO d004 
IF SAMPI_F 5llE WAS 4 -- STC~ SEL=.CTING ELEMO:NTS 
Il">=l4+1 
NSTP5=NSTP4+ 1 
IF (!RST oNF. 0)115=JR5T(5) 
00 H05 I3=Il5,NSTD5 
!SA,.P(51=l:J'lV( IS) 
IF ( I S S I Z • f= 0. 5 I Gr T n J 0 0 5 
IF SAMPLE SIZF •AS 5 -- ST0° SELECTING ELEM~NTS 
116=1">+1 
NSTP6=NSfPS+-l 
IF ( IRS T • Nf'. 0 l I I f>= J" S T ( 6 ) 
DO 806 16= 1It.,NSTP6 
ISAM~(6)=1U~V(I61 
IF ( ISSil .EO. 6) GO TO 8006 
IF SAM~LE SIZe ~45 6 -- STOP Scl~lTING cLEM~NTS 
NSTP7=NSTf'lO~I 
1!7=16+! 
IF {IRST .N<:'. Ollll=J«ST(l) 
DL H07 17=117,NST<>7 
ISAM'"'(7)=1UNV( 17) 
IF (ISSIZ .EO. 7) Gl lL il007 
IF SAMPlE S!lF WAS 7 -- STOP SELECTING ELEM~NTS 
113=17+1 
NSTPB·=NST'"'If.l 
I F ( I R S T • NE • 0 ) I I -3 = J R '> T ( ~9 l 
Df' 808 Ll=IIBoNSTPH 
22 
--~ 
"'f 
c 
r: 
.!:. 
--'-'r 
c 
,, 
c 
,..C 
.Vll 0 
' - 2<)11) 
21 I I 
Le 
f" 81 ') 
' HOO~ k,n 
[' . .
_!009 
;>O·Jf) 
21')9 
' k-
I •..., '\ ....,, ) ( -~ ) -= I J'-1 v ( 1 ··l.) 
l!"" (lr,-;:,fl .-). ~) Jl-- TI)•\')Qq 
I I 'k I il> I 
N~;TP4=NST•3 1+ 1 
lr (l'?'il •"-f'• O)fJ':I=J>'ST!'i) 
DO A09 l'-}-:::li99N5TP~ 
I SA ... D(•J)= IUNV ( I9) 
l~ ( I~,SI!. .t~O. ')) ~L lr• rl00C) 
IIIO=I·HI 
NSTr>IO=NST":I+I 
If- (!PST .NE. OIIIIO=J~ST(IOI 
DC il I 0 I 1 J = I I I 0 , N S TP 1 0 
I S\r.-f->1 I 0) =I UNV( I I 0) 
THE SA~PLE HAS NC~ HEFN ~RA~N 
WRITE TYF SAMPLF ~LEMENTS AN~ COM~UTE TH~ SA~PLE MEAN 
THE F0R ... ~T llF THE UUTf->UT FILES IS 'S FOLLL~S 
PH 1 NT t_ D ""I L C 
PRINT CNLY THE NUM~[~ UF ELEMENTS CF THE SAMPLE SllE 
AND THE ME AN ON U~ IT NUMBER 03. 
THE US OF THIS STATEMENT: //FTOHFOOI ~0 JlJMMY 
SUPRESSES OUTPUT OF THIS FILE 
PF--nMAI\IEf.JT FILE 
THE FILE IS Of FIXFD RECOf<t) Lf'NGTH (24 OYTIOS EOCc>ICI. 
COL I THROUGH 4 SAMPLf MEAN ROUNDED TO ND~C DtCI ... AL PLAC=s 
THE N':XT 20 13YTES CONTAIN THE S'MDLE ELE.'<IENTS, 2 DYTES PER 
ELEMF"lT WITH UNUSEr) S"ACE FILLC•:> WITH HL\NKS SD THAT 
THE RECORD LENGTH IS THE SAME h'CGARDL ESS GF SA'~"LE SIZE • 
CALL MEA"l (ISSIZ,ISAMP,NOEC,NSAMP,IJ,SMEANI 
SU"=SUMf.SMEAN 
I<I'~ITf (12.30101 IJ,liSAMP(I).I=IolO) 
FCRMAT (14.1012) 
«RITE (H,;>IIll NSAMP.! ISA ... P(I).I=l,IO),SMFAN 
FVRMAT (3Xtll0t6X,l013,3X,F6.2J 
I R ST= 0 
JSAMP=JSA..,Pf-1 
IF ( JSAMP .GT • 1000001 GO TO I 00 
CVNTINUE 
CONTINUE 
JF ( ISSil .NE. 91 GO TO d09 
CALL MFIIN ( ISSIZ,ISAMD,ND.OC,NSAMP,IJ,SMEAN) 
SU'-1:::::: SIF-4+ :;"'A FAN 
WRlTF (12,3009) IJ,(ISAMP(I).t=l,9) 
FC~MAT (l49912,2X) 
·NRtT£: (8,?10Q. NSA~P9(1SAMP(l)91=1,9),SMCAN 
FORMAl (JX.Il0,6X,9139bX,F6.2) 
P~ST=O 
JSAMP=JSA...,Pt-1 
23 
-, 
«:~ 
~ . 
' 
.... 
IF LJ~,i\'-"1' .,r. 1001)()0) GCl Tl' 100 
Cl•19 CllNTINUr 
·~·)0·\ (!!NT l"JlJ' 
lf- (I '-iS I 1 .NF--. ~') ;_iU Tn .JOH 
CJ.Ll Mt--\"1 (I'>SI7,1SA~P.-Nl)~l,NSA~P, IJ,SME\N) 
SUM= S,JM +-S"-1[ AN 
w<HTF (12,10081 IJ,(IS~MD{I).J=l,.'JI 
31JUfl FORMAT ( 14,812o4XI 
200.J WRIT[ (d,2138) NSAMP,( IS'A'lP( I).J=Iofl)oSMCJIN 
210d FCf-H..-\AT {3X,I l0t6X,813,9X,F6.2) 
I R ST= 0 
JSAMP=JSA.~n~ I 
IF {JSAMD .UT. 100000} ::iC T( 100 
<30'1 CCNTINUE 
d<107 CO'ITI'IU!= 
IF (IC:.Sl~ .NF.. 7} ·JO TO -30! 
CALL ~EAN (ISSIZ,ISAMP,N~~C,NSA~o,IJ,SMEAN) 
SU ".1= SUM +SM CAN 
Wil!TE (12,1007) IJ,(IS~.\1D(I).I=I,7) 
.1'107 FORMAT (14,712o6X) 
2007 WRITE l'3o210fl NSAMD,(!SA.M<>(Il.l=I,7),5MEAN 
2107 FCqMAT (3X,-110,6X,713,12X,F6.?) 
IRST=O 
J SAMP= J SA.M"~ I 
IF (JSA\1D .iT. 100000) ~0 TO 100 
C!Ol CONTINUF 
fl;}lJ"> CCNTINUE 
IF IISSIZ .'IF. 6) GO Tn 906 
CALL MEAN (ISSIZ,!SAMP,N->EC,NSAMP,IJ,S~E\N) 
SU,._.,= SUM t-5'~E4.N 
~RITE (12ol0061 !J,(ISA'lP( l lol=l,61 
100"> FU<MAT 114o">l2,flXI 
20•1, WRITF (8,2106) NSA'4P.IISA...,r>(li.I=Io6l,SMEJIN 
210h F"ORMAT (_1X,Il0,6X,61J,15X,F6.2) 
FIST~<) 
JSAMP=JSAMP+I 
IF ( J S ~ MP • G T • I 0 0 0 0 0 ) G U T C I 0 0 
·'10 b CONT l NUE" 
ilOO':> CONTINUE 
300'5 
2 0 0 ~) 
.~103 
90~ 
'1004 
30~ _·,. 
~ov, 
?104 
fl04 
IF ( IS 5 I Z • NE • 5) GO T Ll 'l 0 5 
CJILL MFAN (ISSIZolSAMP,ND~C,NSA\1P,IJ,SMEAN) 
SU"'~SUr-<+SME~N 
WRITE ((;>,:!005) !J,{!SAMP(l),I=I,S) 
FORMAT (!4,512,10X) 
W R I T E { 13, 2 1 0 5) N 5 f\ MP , ( I SAM P { I ) , t =-I , S ) , S ME AN 
F C RM AT { 3 X , I l 0 , 6 X, 5 I 3 • 1 H X, F 6 • 2) 
r R sT~ n 
.JSAMP=JSAMD+-1 
IF (J<;.-1\,._,P .GT. 100000) GCJ TO 100 
CONTINUE 
CIINTINUE 
IF (lSSll .NC. 4) VO T<J 904 
CALL M F. AN ( I S S I l , I SA \1 fl , N 1) C C , N SA 1\41-"> , I .J , S fi,F AN ) 
SU-.... =SUM+S\11:AN 
WRITE (1;>,3004) !J.CISA'1r>(!).t=l,4) 
Fr'RMAT (J4,'li2.1ZX) 
WI? IT[ (H,?l·J4) NSAMP,( IS.o\MP( I) • l=lt4 ),5"-tFAN 
F;l~MAT (3X,fl0,6X,413,2IX,F6.?) 
!R<;T=O 
JSAMP=JS~MD+ I 
IF (JSA"''P .GT. 100000) ,_;n TC 100 
CONTINUco 
24 
;,:::, 
' . 
'f' 
h- .. 
f" c 
L c 
c 
c 
d003 C\lNTINUI 
IF (ISS!/ .NE. 3) GU TO d03 
CALL MfAN ( 15511~ lSAM.P,Nf)FC,N5AMo, I J,t;~CJ\''J) 
SUM~ S:JM+- SI'>'IE -\N 
wRllf' (L',l003) IJ,(ISAW'IIIol=l•31 
lOCl~ FIJqM.AT (lt~,ll?.,L4X.) 
,JQ:)J W~lTF {R,2I-,)3) NSA\1P,(ISA'-'P( 1) ,J=l ,]) 1 5'-'\[AN 
£~103 FC·RMAT {3XtllO,hX,313,24X,Ft.>.2) 
I «ST=O 
J ':lAt.-~~~ J S~MP+ 1 
I r ( J c; A. ·'-ir> , G T • 1 0 0 0 0 0 ) fl .J T 0 1 0 0 
!hlJ CC'JTINUC 
''O') > cnNT lNUF 
IF IISSIZ .'JE. 21 GO TO JO~ 
CALL ~rA"' ( 15SIZ,ISA~0,N,)t:C,NSAMP,IJ,SMt="AN) 
<;UM=~UMt--<;'-iFJ\N 
wl< I H ( I 2 , 3 0 0 2 I I J .( I S .\ M f> ( I I .I = 1 • 2 ) 
3 t) 0 ;> F 0 P '1 AT ( I 4 , 2 I 2 , 1 6 X ) 
?UO") w:)Jlc (8,??.0?) NSAMP,(1SA~P{I),t=I,2),SMFJ\N 
;).,~02 f=OPMAT (.iX,.llO,bX,2IJ.,?7X,r=t.J.2) 
l'lST=O 
J ~AMfl= J SA""~-t-1. 
IF (JSAM~ .GT. 100000) GO TC 100 
·JOe CUNTINUF 
>11)1)1 CDNTINUF 
JOO 1 
2101 
2 ~-~0 1 
not 
1..\~H ~~ 
1 u I 
100 
l [) ;> 
1 0 l 
I~=" (JSSIZ .NE, ll GO TO -30l 
C4LL MFAN IISSIZ.!S,M",NC)CC,NSAMP,!J,S'4EANI 
SUM=SU'I+S'iFAN 
;tt<>ITC (12,J001) IJ,!SAMP(I) 
FORMAT (14,12o1~X) 
iiiR!TF (tl,22011 NSAMr>,lS~'1<>(1),SMEAN 
FUflMAT (3X.,I IO • .JX, I3,30X.,F6.2) 
IRST=O 
J<; AMP= J SA'IP+1 
IF ( J SA Mr> • G T , I 0 0 0 0 0 I G n T Cl 1 0 Q 
cr·NT INUF 
wRITE 16.88881 NSA'IP,SUM 
ro~""'AT ( lX,I lO,F.lS.~) 
wr~tTF (6.,101) . 
FI)~~AT (lX.,'END nr J()FJ• 
GO T r I 0 '' 
C UNT 1 NU!o 
W ~ I T E ( 7 , 1 0? ) I l , I ? , I 3 , l 4 , I S , I h , 1 7 ., I ~ ., I 9 ., l 1 0 , N SA MP • 5 U M 
FORMAT (l0J?.,Il0.,{t5.~) 
W~.(JTE (f,,lJ3) Il,l2.13,14.,IS.,I6,I7,1R,IQ.,JlO.,NSAMP 
FD-~MAT (lX,•JOB STO~r'l[.!) -- SU3SCRI~TS OF LA<;l r;AMi-:JLE 1013,• NU~R 
l~R C~ SAM~L25 1 .,110) 
104 •.;TCP 
~ :>..!•) 
SUt3KC.UTI"'E MEI\N (I SSI z, 1 :.>A,._.,P,N0EC,I\:SAMf', I J,S\itEAN) 
DIMENSICN ISAMP(I()I 
SAM<'L~ OF SIZE ISSIZ 15 N•J;, SELECT<'•> -- COMPJTE MEAN A"D ROUND TO 'IDEC 
OEC HAL PL.\CES 
S'1FAN=O .'1 
10 1001 1=1,1SSIZ 
I 001 5ME4N= 5"EAN+I SAMP ( I l 
SMEAN=SMCAN/ISSIZ 
IF (NDECI 1004,1004,1003 
100o 5'1EA ... =5ME~N*I 1D.D**N)ECI 
1004 SMEAN=SMFAN+.5 
IJ=SMFAN 
S.'<EA'I=I J 
IF (NOECl 1002.100?,1003 
1'10~ SMFAN=SMEAN/(IO.O**NDECI 
1 ] 1) ~ N'".lA'-1P=NSA-\1P+l 
flf:TUPN 
LNn 
25 
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APPENDIX B 
PREPARATION OF INPUT DATA FOR LEESAMPL 
(Unless otherwise specified all data are to be punched as integer numbers and right 
adjusted in their designated fields.) 
1. Parameter Card: This card specifies the parameters to be used in the process 
as described below: 
Card Columns 
1 - 2 
2-4 
6 
7 
Parameter Specification 
Size of the universe, N. 
Size of the sample, n. 
Number of decimals in mean 
Is this a restart? 
Answer .. 0, if it is "No," and 
Answer "1 " if it is "Yes." 
2. Population Cards: This card specifies the observations of the population. 
Punch the observations of the population on two cards. Beginning from column 1 
card 1, each element occupies two columns. Hence, card 1 contains 40 elements 
and the first 20 columns of card 2 contains the remaining 10 elements. A total 
of two data cards is required even though .the total number of elements in the 
universe may be smaller than 50. 
3. Restart Data: This card is to be in input deck only if column 7 of the parameter 
card above has been answered yes{ 1 ). It contains the data necessary for a success-
ful restart of the sampling process. It is prepared from a card punched by the 
computer at the end of the immediately preceding sampling run. It contains 
the following data: 
a. subscripts of the elements of the universe for the next sample to draw upon 
restart 
b. total number of samples drawn in all prior sampling runs 
c. sum of the means of all samples drawn in prior sampling runs (punched 
in E format) 
Items b and c above are automatically determined by the prior run; 
however, item a must be determined in the following manner: the immediately 
preceding run will give the investigator the subscripts for the last sample drawn, 
27 
the total number of samples drawn to date and the sum of the means of prior 
samples drawn in punched card and printed form. The format of the punched 
card matches the input format required for this data. Use the following procedure 
to determine subscripts for next sample. 
4. Determination of Sample Subscripts: The formula for the maximum possible 
subscript for the first element of a sample size .!"'.taken for a universe of size I"! 
is: s1-N-(n-1 ). The formula for the· maximum possible subscript of the second 
element is s2=s1 +1. The general formula for the _!!th maximum possible subscript 
is: sn=sn-1 + 1. 
The subscripts to be entered as the subscripts of the next sample are 
calculated from the subscripts of the last sample such that none of the subscripts 
entered exceed their maximum allowable values. They are calculated from right 
to left, computing the subscript for the _!!th element first. This number is normally 
1 greater than the subscripts of the last sample. However, several things should be 
considered: 
a. If the value thus calculated exceeds the maximum allowable value, the 
maximum allowable is substituted and 1 is added to the (n-1 )th subscript. 
b. If this value does not exceed the maximum allowable value, the subscripts 
for the next sample are determined as shown: subscripts 1 through n-2 
equal the values given them ·for the last sample drawn, subscript n-1 
.,;, equals the value just computed, and subscript .!! equals the maximum 
allowable value. 
c. If the value exceeds the maximum allowable value, the maximum allowable 
value is substituted for subscript N-1 and the 1 is added to subscript n-2 
and the process described in b and c is repeated for subscript n-2. This 
process is repeated until it yields a valid set of sample subscripts. 
An example of the above described process follows: 
Assume: n=5, N=30. When the sampling stopped, the subscript values for the 
last sample were: 6, 26, 28, 29, 30. 
The maximum allowable values for the subscripts are: 26, 27, 28, 29, 30. Using 
the process described above, the set of subscripts to enter for restart are: 6, 27, 
28, 29, 30. The input is to be punched as follows: 
Item Card Columns 
Restart subscript 1 
.. .. 2 
.. .. 3 
.. .. 4 
.. .. 5 
.. .. 6 
.. .. 7 
.. .. 8 
.. .. 9 
.. .. 10 
Total number of samples drawn in prior run 
Sum of samples drawn in prior run 
28 
1-2 
3-4 
5-6 
7-8 
9-10 
11-12 
13-14 
15-16 
17-18 
19-20 
21-30 
31-45 
[ 
r 
.... 
r.", 
b 
Output is as follows: 
1. A permanent file containing the actual samples drawn during the run as 
well as the sample means. 
2. A printed copy of the samples (optional). 
3. Information necessary for the restart of the sampling process or a message 
indicating that the process has been completed. 
5. Running Scheme: The following running scheme was used for an actual run 
using N=30, n=S. This required two runs of LEESAMPL, with the output 
stored as file 1 and file 2, respectively, on a standard labeled tape. 
LEESORT was run twice, and two punched card decks were produced. 
LEEDATA was run once, using the two decks produced above as input. 
LEEGRAF1 was run to produce graph 
6. Job Control Language (JCL) required to run each program: The required JCL 
to run each of the programs is shown in Appendix D. These changes may need 
to be made in the )CL shown in Appendix D: 
a. The proper account numbers for the job card must be provided. 
b. Appropriate vol ser numbers of tapes (tape numbers), must be used for 
each run. 
c. Appropriate label numbers (file numbers) and PSN's (file names) must be 
used. 
d. The non-standard control cards (cards with asterisk (*) instead of slash (/) 
in the first two columns) are designed to use at the University of Nebraska 
Computer Network only. Students at other institutions are advised to 
consult their local computer facilities for any modification that is locally 
needed for executing the programs. 
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APPENDIX C 
PROGRAMS FOR (1) LEEDATA, (2) LEEPLOT AND (3) LEEGRAF1 
(1) LEEDATA 
U'E )ATA 
~ THIS PPL;><\'1 PfWilUCF.S 4 SU·'IMARY n= THE: OUTPuT FILE n><QDUCfoL) BY LE=:SU'H ;;..~c 
C THE FCR'I~T ~F THF OUTPUT FILE: IS \S FCLLLWS: 
C COLt THROUGH R VALU~ 
L CfL ~ THROUGii l& ~REOUFNCY COuNT OF THAT VALUE 
C l'lPlJT IS >·EAD DN UNIT 'lU,BEr< In 
,~C DUTPLJT J<; r>~OWCf-D C"" JN IT NUMDE.R 11 
c 
,,. 
' L 
Jl 
N9TS=O 
~~f 4!J ( 10.1 ,F.:Nr>=lOO) IV.o\L 
F'lP'<AT (14) 
JVAL= !VAL 
KVAL=l 
R f AD ( I 0. I •: N D =I 0 <}I I VAL 
IF ((VAL-JVAL) ?0,10,20 
0'1 VII<(Tf. (11,;>) JVAL.KVAL 
VIR(Tf (6,bo6~) JVAL,KVAL 
C'lfrlM~T (?!A) 
JVAL=!VAL 
NPTS=\IPTSt-1 
K VAL= I 
GO TO 10 
11 KVAL=KVAL+I 
:i:) GC TO 31 
!On ~RITE: (II.~) JVAL,KVAL 
WRITE (6,6666) JVAL 0 KVAL 
~ 66A6 FORMAT (1X,2110) 
NPTS=NPTS+I 
l'IRI TE ( 6.101) NPTS 
I'll FCR'IAT (IX.I8,' :>('JNTS ~u< SU'I'<ARY') 
S T!"JP 
31 
c 
c 
r:: 
c 
~ 
c 
c 
' ' 
.i 
; 
• 
(2) LEEPLOT 
PPDCRAM Nl\f'.'':: 
THI<; PfWGflA~ PfH'"A'~FS A FILl Jf PLJT DAT,\ f-~JM THF CC\1JI'IEJ 
CJT''uT UF ~LL Lf:ED-\TA 'loJNS, INPUT D .. TA F'lCM LEFD-\TA 15 "E'J .JI 
U"!!T NLJ'-IHFR 10 AND II'~ITTr:N lN UNIT 'ILJ'~BEP II 
r-..JPTS=') 
<<"'AD (Ill.!) IVALA,!VALLJ 
FO~MAT (?l-9) 
JVALA= l VALA 
J V AL'l= I VAL R 
'1 IU'\D (10oloC:Nll=IOO) IVA,L.\.IVALH 
IF- ( IVALA-JVALA) ?0.!,),2') 
2,) WI~ IT[ ( 1 t ,t) JVALA,JVAL:~ 
WRITF {6,6666) JVALA,JVAL, 
t) h (·, h F f n ._.AT ( l X , .~ I ~·3 ) 
JVALA=I V'LA 
JVAL'l= IVAL'J 
"JDTS::::NPTS+-1 
G 1.. Tr 3 l 
l'l J'/ALtl=JVAL'HIVALf\ 
r.n TfJ 31 
1 0 'l >'I I· I T rc ( 1 I , 1 I J VAL A , J VAL H 
Wl~fT~ (6,bf.66} JVALA,JVAL~':\ 
f'JOJTS=NQTSt l 
'1/'<IT::- (h,101l NPTS 
101 FORMAT ([X,IH,' PCINTS TC. r>LCT' 
srnn 
E 'J•) 
32 
r .. , 
:t-y.o-
w-:~ 
~:! 
i,.,; 
c 
c 
(3) LEEGRAF1 
L f t _,J.!J\1- 1 
fll{', Pl~r ,·~\V Lh'':\1L'• A PLLJT FILF Ul-- O!l: >AlA tJ~-o.'UiJUC[[) UY LFrl-'t.nT 
lii;· PLI1 Ill.~- J<.., HtJlLT (;N Uf">..:IT NUMl--~ 04. T--iiS F-IL.f. 15 o\CCF<;S.::D .o\T 
UNU f- f P l)l_I!T T I NG HY THf LOMPLOT PT C-4 PLt TTL-~ • 
TH.- r'--.ir~c;i~A~--1 \otAY f-A.SILY 1\F. CHANG[D coR USf WITH OTHER 0 L(lTTLh!S. 
PH'UT '"T~ IS READ ON UNIT NUMFJ[R 10. 
CI\LL A"3YLN2( 1 PAUL S. T. L~E 1 ,'50660624CJ',O•l~) 
J!'~FNS!O'I XVAL(4.15),YVI\L(IJ3'>)oXLAElEL(!),YLA[l:LIJ) 
DATA XLII~EL/'MEAN'/ 
)ATA YLABEL/' FR', 1 FQ.JE •, 1 N<...Y 1 /-
1 =I 
XVAI.( I )=0,0 
Y VAL ( I ) =0 • 'l 
C ~ATA TC 9[ PLCTT~~ IS REA~ INTC ARRAY PUSITI~NS 2 THKUU N+l 
C IF T)-lfCR[ ARE N Pf:INTS TO PLl T 
C THIS IS DONE SO THAT THE SUBPOUTINF SCALE WILL SCALE lATA 
r: FUR A G<JJD '>HAPFD CcJ'lVE AND INCLU')F THE ORGH IN THE G'IA~H. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
I = 2 
SU....,=O.•l 
TSTO=O.O 
YNU'I=O.O 
,> R>AD (!IJ,t,END=!OOl XVALII),YVALII) 
F l'l~AT (Fil.t • Hl.O) 
I= I+ I 
GlJ T 0 2 
100 I-::::I-1 
.JQ I NT DISTR HllJT ION 
WfiJTF (6,,>00) 
~00 1--0nMAT (lHt,•!)ISTPIRUTION Uf SAMPLF ~rANS•,/} 
W~!Tf (h,201) 
.?01 FORMAT (lx.•~EAN 1 ,.5X,'FRF.QUENCV 1 ) 
DC ?02 J=? ,I 
SU~=S~M•XVALIJ)*YVALIJI 
YNUM=YNUM+YVAL(J) 
202 WRITE (1>,203) XVAL(JioYVAL(J) 
2'JJ FQR'1AT (IX,FS.I,SX,F8oO) 
SU"l=SUM/YNU"l 
IVJ 204 J-=2.1 
STD=( !SU'I-XVAL(J) )t<ISUM-XVAL(J)) l*YVALIJ) 
204 TSTD=TSTIJ•STD 
I'IRITF (1>,666) TSTO 
WRITE ( 6,667) YNUM 
1>66 FORMAT (IX,'SU"l OF DIFFERENCES SQUAREC> 'oEIS.IOl 
hf>f FORMAT (IXo'TOTAL NUMAER OF SAMPLES ',EIS.IO) 
TSTO=TSTD/(YNUM-1.) 
WRITE (6,663) TSTD 
663 FORM~l (IX,'S SOUARFI) • oEIS.IO) 
TSTD=SORTITSTOI 
WRITE (6,669) TSTD 
<;69 FORMAT (IXo'STD OEV '•El5.!0) 
~PlS=NUMBER OD PCINTS TO PLOT 
NPTS=l 
CALL PLCT (!.So0•5,-3) 
CALL SCALE (YVALo9.50oNDTS,I,lO•O) 
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{3) LEEGRAFl - Continued 
CALL A X 1 S { 0, 0, 0, 0 , YLA ~ C L , 1 2. "q, :, 0 , 9 0 , 0 , Y VAL ( N:l T S +- l ) , YV AL ( I\IP f 5 + 2 ) , 
1 10.01 
C·\LL ~CALf" (XVAL,n.S,I\iPlS,l,lO) 
CALL AXIS (Q,O,O,O,XLA.YEL,-4,9.50tO•OtXVAL(N:tTS+l},XVALt'\4.:>T~+-2), 
1 10.01 
X::: ,J • 
CALL .>LPT (X,n.0,-3) 
L·\ST=NC>TS+? 
J·; 7'10 I=?.LA:,T 
XV-\L( l-11=XVAL( l) 
700 YVAL(l-ll=YVAL(I) 
NI-'T<;=NPTS-1 
CALL LINF (XVI\LeYVAL,f\.LlT$,l,l,3) 
CALl Pt_OT ('1,0,0,0,Y9<...,J) 
t;l'lP 
CN") 
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APPENDIX D 
JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE FOR {1) LEESAMPL, (2) LEESORT, 
(3) LEEDATA, (4) LEEPLOT AND (5) LEEGRAF1 
{1) )CL FOR LEESAMPL 
//LtESA~~L JOB ZYSXDA,,,,QO,'ORAW SAMPLES•,CLASS=F,PkTY=O 
/*ROUTE EXEC UNL 
/•JOAPARM B=N041,TAPES=IoTIME=IO 
/ *JDBPARM HOL D=PUR GE 
//~IUNT EXEC CONSOL 
//I<CJIOF tJD * 
MOUNT T APf: TO II 03 R lNG IN 
//RUN EXEC PGM=LEFSAMPL,TIME=IO 
//STEPLIB DO 05N=A.ZYSX.DAI60800.PJ\UL.LEEoDISP=SHh 
//FT06FOOI DO SYSOUT=A 
//FT07FOOI DO SYSOUT=O 
//FT08F001 OD tJUM~Y 
//FTI2F001 DD UN!T=TAPEoVOL=SER=TOII03.LABFL=(S,~LI, 
// DC lJ.= ( RECF- M=FB, LR ECL= 2 4 ,BLKS I ZE=48 00), 
// OSN=U30505B 
//FT05FOOI DO* INSF«T OAT'- CARDS FCLLGWING THIS CARD 
{2) JCL FOR LEESORT 
//LEESORT JOB ZYSXDA •• , .oo,•SORT DATA' ,CLASS=C,PRTY=6 
/*ROUTE EXEC UNL 
/*JD~PARM AIN=N041,TAPES=2 
/*JOBPARM HOLD=PUPGF 
//MOUNT EXEC CUNSOL 
//REJ\DF DO * 
MOUNT T01103 NC RING 
LTOI60 RING IN 
//RUN ~XEC SDRToTIME=2 
//SCRTIN DO JNIT=TAPEoVCL=SER=TOI103,LABEL=(5,SL)o~ISP=OLO, 
// DSN=U30S05B 
//SORTOUT DD UNIT=TAPEoVOL=SER=LT0160,LAtlEL=(t,SLioDISP=(NEW,KEEP), 
// DCA=(RECFM=Ftl,LRECL=24,BLKS IZE=4800 ),l)SN=SORTED 
//SYS IN DD * 
SC'lT FlELOS=(I,4,CH,AI 
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(3) JCL FOR LEEDATA 
I/LEEDATA JOB ZYSXQA,,,,OO,'SUMMARIZE SAMPLE' oCLASS=Ct~RtY=6 
/+ROUTE EXEC UNL 
/+JOBPARM B=N041 ,TAPES=! 
/ +JORPARM HOLD=PURGE 
//MOUNT EXEC CON50L 
//REA OF DO * 
MOUNT LTOI60 NO RING 
//RUN EXEC PGM=LEEDATA 
//STEPLIB DO DSN=A.ZYSX,JAI60BOO,PAUL.LEE,DISP=SHP 
//FT06FOOI DO SYSOUT=A 
//FT IIFDOI DO SYSOUT=B 
//FT!OFOOI DO UNIT=TAPE,VOL=SER=LT0160,Dl5P=OLO,LABEL=(l ,SLoolNI 
// DSN=SORTEO 
(4) JCL FOR LEEPLOT 
//LEEPLUT JOO ZYSXOA •••• oo,•PLOT OATA'oCLhSS=C,PRTY=6 
/ *RLU T F: EXEC UNL 
/*JOI~PARM TAj..lES=O,BIN=N041 .' 
/+JDOPARM HOLD=PURGE 
//SORT EXEC SORT 
//SOClTIN I>D ODNAME=INPUT 
//SLRTOUT DO UNIT=SYSDA,DCtl:(REC~M=FB,LRECL=BO,BLKSllE=BOOO), 
// SDACE=IB000,(5,2)),QSN=G&OATAoDISP~(NEw,PASS) 
//SYS IN DD + 
SORT FIELDS=(l,3,CH,A I 
//INPUT DO * INPUT DATA FOLLOWS THIS CARD 
//RUN EXEC PGM=LEEPLOT INPUT DATA PRECEDES THIS CARD 
//STEPL!H DO DSN=A,ZYSX,OAl&OBOO .PAUL,LEEoO!SP=SHR 
//FT06FOOI DO SYSOUT=A 
//FTl !FOOl DO 5Y5GUT=A 
//FT I OFOO! DO DSN=t:.GDATA oDI SP=( DLQ,PASSI 
(5) JCL FOR LEEGRAF1 
//LEEGRAFl JOB ZYSXDA,, •• OO,'PLDT',CLASS=A 
/+RC'UTE !=XEC UNL 
/*JUBPARM 8=N04l 
//RUN EXEC PGM=LFEGRAF! 
//STEPLIO DD DSN=A.ZYSX,[)Al60300.PAUL,LEEoDISP=SHR 
//FT06FOO! OD SYSOUT=A 
//FT03FOOI OD UNIT=SYSDAoVOL=SER=TEMP,O!S~=(NEW,KEoP), 
// DCB=(RECFM=F~olRECL=l44oBLKS!ZE=l440), 
// SPACJ':=(TRK,{2,2),RLSE), 
// 11SN=PLOTI 
//FT04F00i DO UN!T=SYSDA,DISP=(NcW,PASS) ,DSN=&f:.PLT-OG, 
// SDACE=(TRK,(l,l)),OCB=(RECF"1=F,LRECL=80,BLKS!ZE=80) 
//FT05FOOl IJD * 
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APPENDIX E 
ESTIMATE OF COST OF RUNNING SAMPLING PROGRAMS 
The following cost estimates are based upon using priority ~ and rates in effect 
june, 1978. 
LEESAMPL 
Approximate cost: $8.00 for 100,000 samples. 
Cost is proportional to number of samples, i.e., 150,000 samples = $12.00 
50,000 samples = $ 4.00 
LEESORT 
Approximate cost: $2.00 for 100,000 samples. 
Cost is also proportional to number of samples. 
LEE DATA 
Approximate cost: $1.50 for 100,000 samples. 
Cost is proportional to number of samples. 
LEEPLOT 
Approximate cost: $1.00 per sampling scheme. 
LEEGRAF1 
Approximate cost: $1.00 per plat produced. 
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